The architects will then experience themselves as part of a whole while leaning to their private cleansing paths.

The rules prescribed in the circulation. Communal nodes are provided throughout the complex to encourage a play of space and light in contrast and reaction to the luxurious but sometimes forced ambience of spas in Singapore. The Religious roofs are

The architectural of the complex draws from the religious roofs and shrines of bathing in Southeast Asia. The Religious roofs are

overwhelming crowd while enhancing its health aspect.

The complex consists of the treatment spaces and a training school. The school will provide both employment and a ready place for

The complex consists of the treatment spaces and a training school. The school will provide both employment and a ready place for

Western and Eastern therapies, spas or bathhouses are open communal nodes, whereas common rooms are enclosed at the nich. Yet in both

There has been a recent interest in spas in Singapore. Their exclusive and luxurious images are often neglected at the nich. Yet in both

SYNOPSIS OF OBJECTIVE OF THESIS